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The evolution of the surface morphology of InAs nanostructures grown on InGaAs/InP by molecular-beam epitaxy was studied through atomic force microscopy imaging. Randomly distributed quantum dots and quantum wires were reproducibly achieved by adjusting proper growth parameters such as InAs deposition thickness, growth temperature, arsenic overpressure, and InAs growth rate. It is observed that a thick InAs layer, high growth temperature, high arsenic overpressure, and high growth rate promote the formation of quantum dots. We propose that when InAs is deposited, the interaction of the total strain in the InAs layer and the surface strain distribution in the underlying matrix layer might be the determinant factor of the nanostructure morphology. Thick InAs, which increases the total strain of the InAs layer, is preferred to form quantum dots. Surface diffusion of In adatoms is another important factor affecting the surface morphology. A high growth temperature promotes homogeneous diffusion, while a high arsenic overpressure and growth rate reduces the surface diffusion of the In adatoms. These factors induce the formation of quantum dots. Recently, considerable work has been devoted to the self-assembled quantum dots ͑QDs͒ nanostructure due to the attractive physical properties expected from threedimensional confinement. While most of the work has been focused on the InAs/GaAs material system, InP-based InAs nanostructures are attracting more attention for their ability to work as light emitters in the long-wavelength ͑1.3-1.55 m͒ region. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] In contrast to the InAs/GaAs system, the QD formation process on InP substrates is complicated by the lower strain (ϳ3.2%) between InAs and the matrix layer, possible chemical alloying with the substrate, 1 strong phase separation of the matrix layer material during epitaxy, 7 anisotropic stress relaxation, 6 and the versatility of matrix layer materials. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Lattice-matched InGaAs, InAlAs, InAlGaAs, InGaAsP, and InP have been used as matrix layers to study the growth of InAs nanostructures on InP. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] In particular, both QD 8 and quantum wire ͑QWR͒ 4 nanostructures can be formed on InGaAs. However, the mechanism associated with the formation of a specific surface morphology of nanostructures still remains unclear. Although some studies have been carried out to investigate the effect of the matrix layers on the formation of nanostructures, 5, 9 little has focused on the effect of growth conditions. In this work, we present data on the control of surface morphology of InAs nanostructures through varying growth conditions. Samples used in this work were grown in a solid-source molecular-beam epitaxy system using a valved arsenic cracker cell on undoped ͓100͔ InP substrates. The InP surface oxide desorption temperature was set as 500°C. The structures consisted of a 3000 Å In 0.53 Ga 0.47 As buffer layer grown at 520°C and a surface InAs layer. Before the deposition of InAs, a 30 s growth interruption under an arsenic flux was inserted to stabilize the surface of the matrix layer. After the deposition of InAs, another 90 s interruption under an arsenic flux was used before the sample was cooled down to room temperature. In each growth run, one of the InAs growth conditions was varied, while the rest were kept identical. The growth conditions varied were layer thickness, growth temperature, arsenic overpressure, and growth rate. The InAs layer thickness was controlled by the deposition time and reported in equivalent monolayer ͑ML͒ coverage. The substrate growth temperature was determined using an infrared pyrometer. The arsenic overpressure was measured by a flux monitor at the growth position. Finally, the growth rate was calibrated using the reflection high-energy electron diffraction intensity oscillation. Atomic force microscopy ͑AFM͒ in contact mode was used to measure the surface morphology of the InAs nanostructures.
The effect of the InAs layer thickness was studied first. The AFM images shown in Fig. 1 illustrate the variation of the surface morphology as a function of InAs layer thickness. The thicknesses of the deposited InAs are 4 MLs, 6 MLs, 9 MLs, and 12 MLs corresponding to Figs. 1͑a͒ to 1͑d͒, respectively. For these samples, the growth temperature was set at 500°C and the arsenic overpressure was 5.3 ϫ10 Ϫ6 Torr. The InAs growth rate was 1 ML/s. The growth mode of these InAs nanostructures was believed to be the Stranski-Krastanov mode since the calculated volume of these nanostructures was less than the amount of InAs deposited. As shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ , the 4 MLs InAs deposition resulted in a ''tadpole''-shaped wirelike nanostructure aligned along the ͓1 10͔ direction. With the increasing of the InAs thickness, the ''tail'' of the QWR shrinks as shown in Fig. 1͑b͒ . Finally, the QD nanostructures were achieved when the InAs thickness increased to 9 MLs as shown in Ϫ6 Torr and the growth rate was set at 1 ML/s. It is noticed that both images show the dotlike nanostructures, which indicates that the growth temperature has a minor effect on the shape of the nanostructure under the growth conditions we used. To further investigate the growth temperature effect, two samples were grown under 450°C and 500°C with a thinner InAs layer thickness ͑6 MLs͒. The arsenic overpressure and InAs growth rate were kept unchanged. The surface morphology of these two samples was shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3͑a͒ , the growth temperature was 450°C and the surface shows a tadpole-shaped nanostructures with tails in the ͓1 10͔ direction. When the growth temperature increased to 500°C, as shown in Fig. 3͑b͒ , the tail shrinks and the nanostructures are evolving toward more of a dotlike shape. Since a low growth temperature slows down the surface diffusion of In adatoms, it may take a longer time to stabilize the surface morphology. To exclude this possibility, a longer after-growth interruption ͑180 s͒ was used in another sample grown at 450°C. The surface morphology remained the same as shown in Fig. 3͑a͒ , proving that the resultant InAs nanostructure was stable and repeatable.
The effect of arsenic overpressure on surface morphology is shown in Fig. 4 . All samples have 9 MLs InAs deposited at 500°C with an InAs growth rate of 1 ML/s. In Fig.  4͑a͒ , arsenic overpressure was 3ϫ10
Ϫ6 Torr and the surface shows tadpole-shaped nanostructures with tails in the ͓1 10͔ direction. Arsenic overpressure in Fig. 4͑b͒ was increased to 5.3ϫ10 Ϫ6 Torr and randomly distributed dotlike nanostructures were achieved. When arsenic overpressure was further increased to 8ϫ10 Ϫ6 Torr, as shown in Fig. 4͑c͒ , the nanostructure shape remains unchanged. However, it can be observed that with the increasing of arsenic overpressure, the nanostructure density drops and the size distribution becomes larger. Figure 5 shows the effect of InAs growth rate on the surface morphology. Both samples were grown at 500°C under the arsenic overpressure of 5.3ϫ10 Ϫ6 Torr and 9 MLs InAs were deposited. In Fig. 5͑a͒ , the growth rate of InAs was set at 0.1 ML/s and the tadpole-shaped nanostructures aligned in the ͓1 10͔ direction were achieved. The growth rate of InAs in Fig. 5͑b͒ was 1 ML/s and randomly distributed QDs were observed. When the InAs growth rate was increased, the density of nanostructures drops and the size distribution becomes larger as shown in Fig. 5͑b͒ .
It has been reported in previous studies that the elon- gated InAs nanostructures were achieved using different matrix layers lattice matched to InP. 4, 5, 10 According to these studies, the anisotropic surface diffusion of adatoms induced by group-V dimer surface reconstruction was believed to be the main reason for the resultant morphology. The same reason could be used to explain the observed surface morphology changes in our experiments where layers were grown under a different growth temperature, arsenic overpressure, and growth rate. Under moderate growth temperatures, the adatoms diffuse preferentially along the ͓1 10͔ direction, which leads to the wirelike nanostructure. 11 However, at high growth temperatures, due to the high surface mobility of In adatoms, it favors a more homogeneous growth. 11, 12 Furthermore, a high arsenic overpressure or high InAs growth rate reduce both the diffusion time and diffusion length of adatoms, forcing incoming In atoms to coalesce. Therefore, the high growth temperature, high arsenic overpressure, and high InAs growth rate promotes the formation of QD nanostructures. When any of these three parameters was low, ͓Figs. 3͑a͒, 4͑a͒, and 5͑a͔͒, tadpole-shaped nanostructures were achieved.
In addition to the In adatom surface diffusion effect, we also observed that the InAs layer thickness affects the surface morphology ͑Fig. 1͒. We attribute this to the anisotropic surface structure of the matrix layer. Theoretically, the driving force of island formation in a strained layer system minimizes the total energy of the system. 13 Hence, the balance of surface strain distribution of the matrix layer and the misfit strain energy between the InAs layer and the underlying matrix layer is an important factor in determining the surface morphology. In a previous study, under normal growth conditions, Glas 14 indicated that the In-rich and Ga-rich regions are formed by phase separation in the InGaAs matrix layer. 14 The inhomogeneous In and Ga distribution causes an anisotropic strain distribution in the growth front of the matrix layer. This anisotropic strain distribution might greatly affect the surface morphology of the InAs nanostructures. When InAs is deposited, In-rich regions would be the preferred sites since the misfit strain energy would be less in these locations. 15 When the thickness of the InAs layer is small, the anisotropic surface strain distribution of the matrix layer predominates because the total misfit energy induced by the lattice mismatch is still low. Since the phase separation in the InGaAs matrix layer is aligned along the ͓1 10͔ direction, 14 the formation of epitaxial InAs QWRs in the same direction is favored as a result of the inhomogeneous strain relaxation. Indeed, tadpole structures with tails along the ͓1 10͔ direction were seen. However, when the InAs layer is thick enough (ϳ9 MLs), the accumulation of the misfit strain caused by the lattice mismatch becomes strong. The anisotropic strain distribution caused by phase separation of the matrix layer is no longer the dominant factor. In this case, homogeneous relaxation is expected and dotlike nanostructures were observed.
In conclusion, the effect on the surface morphology of InAs nanostructures grown on InGaAs matrix layer lattice matched to InP substrate by different growth conditions was thoroughly studied through AFM imaging. We have shown that a thick deposited InAs layer prefers to form QD nanostructures. We proposed that the anisotropic surface strain distribution caused by the phase separation of the matrix layer might be an important factor in determining the surface morphology of the deposited InAs layers. The growth temperature, arsenic overpressure, and growth rate also govern the surface morphology by affecting the surface diffusion of In adatoms. A high growth temperature, high As overpressure, and high growth rate promote the formation of QDs. FIG. 5 . AFM images showing the effect of growth rate on surface morphology. The growth rates were ͑a͒ 0.1 ML/s and ͑b͒ 1 ML/s. The InAs layer thickness was 9 MLs. The growth temperature was 500°C and the arsenic overpressure was 5.3ϫ10
Ϫ6 Torr. The size of the images is 1 mϫ1 m with the vertical axis aligned along ͓1 10͔.
